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Altruists with Green Beards

Abstract: If cooperative dispositions are associated with unique phenotypic features
(“green beards”), cooperative individuals can be identified. Therefore, cooperative
individuals can avoid exploitation by defectors by cooperating exclusively with other
cooperative individuals; consequently, cooperators flourish and defectors die out. Ex-
perimental evidence suggests that subjects, who are given the opportunity to make
promises in face-to-face interactions, are indeed able to predict the partner’s behav-
ior better than chance in a subsequent Prisoners’ Dilemma. This evidence has been
interpreted as evidence in favor of green beard approaches to the evolution of human
cooperation. Here we argue, however, that the evidence does not support this interpre-
tation. We show, in particular, that the existence of conditional cooperation renders
subjects’ choices in the Prisoners’ Dilemma predictable. However, although subjects
predict behavior better than chance, selfish individuals earn higher incomes than con-
ditional cooperators. Thus, although subjects may predict other players’ choices better
than chance evolution favors the selfish subjects, i.e., the experimental evidence does
not support the green beard approach towards the evolution of cooperation.

1. Introduction

In recent years, a large amount of evidence has accumulated which indicates
that many people are willing to bear costs to reward others for cooperative acts
or punish others for norm violations, even though they gain no individual net
benefit from these acts (Dawes 1980; Güth et al. 1982; Ledyard 1995; Fehr,
Fischbacher & Gächter 2002; Gintis et al 2003). The combination of altruis-
tic rewarding and altruistic punishment has been coined as strong reciprocity
(Gintis 2001; Fehr and Fischbacher 2003). Recently, several papers have been
published that build an evolutionary foundation for strong reciprocity (e.g., Gin-
tis 2001; Henrich & Boyd 2002; Boyd et al 2003). These papers typically assume
that – in addition to the forces of individual within-group selection operating
against the evolution of the altruistic trait – some sort of cultural evolution or
gene-culture co-evolution interacts with selection at the group level to produce
strongly reciprocal behavior. However, in principle, it might also be possible to
generate an individual selection account of strong reciprocity. In this paper we
deal with one particular individual selection theory that has been considered in
the literature. A potential evolutionary explanation for strong reciprocity is to
assume that individuals who reward and punish altruistically have observable
characteristics (“green beards”) that distinguish them from non-altruists (Frank
1987 and 1988; Robson 1990, Amann & Yang 1998). It is then in any individ-
ual’s self-interest to cooperate with a green beard because non-cooperation will
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be punished. Thus, altruistic punishment evolves because the punishers directly
benefit from their observable willingness to punish. Even in the absence of pun-
ishment opportunities, green beards favor the evolution of cooperation because
individuals can condition their cooperation to the existence of a green beard. If
an altruist meets a selfish individual without a green beard he defects, if he meets
a green beard he cooperates. In this way, only the altruists themselves reap the
benefits of altruistic behavior so that universal cooperation evolves. Although
the green beard account of the evolution of strong reciprocity and human coop-
eration seems plausible at first sight, we take issue with this approach. Thus, we
argue in the following why we regard the green beard theory as unsatisfactory.

2. Arguments against the green beard approach to human

altruism

An obvious objection to the green beard approach is that it seems very unlikely
that humans are capable of perfectly distinguishing altruists from non-altruists
by means of observable characteristics. It takes at least a minimum effort to
make this distinction, and judgments about other people are invariably associ-
ated with some uncertainty. This objection has, however, little force because
the green beard argument can be made more realistic by assuming that it takes
some effort or that there is only a positive probability of detecting a strong re-
ciprocator (Frank 1988). However, the crucial assumption behind this approach
is that there are no selfish mutants with green beards. As soon as one allows for
such mutants, the argument breaks down because the mutants reap the same
benefits as the altruists but do not bear the cost of altruistic acts. Therefore,
any convincing model justifying the green beard argument must allow for such
mutants. To our knowledge there are no such models. In prevailing evolution-
ary models of cooperation based on the green beard argument such mutants are
ruled out by assumption (Frank 1988, Robson 1990).

In the human context it is also important to keep in mind that humans are
experts in deceiving others and that the abilities of ordinary humans to detect
lies are not good. There is extensive literature showing that trained researchers
are able to detect other people’s lies with high probability using scientific meth-
ods, but that most humans are unable to detect lies better than chance (Ekman
and O’Sullivan 1991). The inability of humans to detect lies holds for a wide
variety of situations, including those where stakes are high. In the most con-
vincing experiment (Ekman and O’Sullivan 1991), the researchers showed the
participants videos of lying and non-lying subjects. They ensured that it was
objectively possible, by applying scientific tools, to predict the liars with high
probability by watching the videos. The data indicates that 70 percent of the
subjects – including subjects who can be expected to be experts, such as federal
polygraphers, crime investigators, judges and psychiatrists, are unable to detect
lies significantly better than chance. Ockenfels and Selten (2000) conducted an
experiment that explicitly tested the hypothesis of involuntary truth-signaling
put forward by Frank (1988) in the context of a bargaining experiment. In this
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experiment, two subjects had to bargain about 30 German Marks (DM) in a face
to face interaction that lasted maximally 10 minutes. Some subjects had bar-
gaining costs of DM 12, others had no such costs. Thus, if the subjects agreed on
a 50:50 split of the DM 30, the net earnings of the subject with a bargaining cost
was DM 3, while the subject without bargaining cost had net earnings of DM
15. Bargaining costs were randomly assigned to the subjects and the subjects
were not allowed to directly inform the other party about their bargaining cost
situation. However, in principle, bargaining cost could be involuntarily revealed
by the bargaining tactics of the subjects or by nonverbal cues. After agreement
had been reached, third parties, who observed the face-to-face bargaining be-
tween the bargaining parties, had to make guesses about the cost situation. In
addition, each bargaining party had to make guesses about the opponent’s cost
situation. Ockenfels and Selten find, however, no evidence favoring the hypothe-
sis of involuntary truth-signaling. Neither the bargaining parties themselves nor
the third parties are able to guess the bargainers’ cost better than chance.

These arguments, however, do not end the debate about the green beard the-
ory of human cooperation. If it could be shown that humans are in fact capable
of predicting whether they face an altruist or a selfish individual, we would have
to explain why evolution made this possible. In the presence of such evidence we
would have to search for evolutionary explanations for the apparent existence of
green beards among humans. There is in fact interesting evidence indicating that
subjects are actually capable of predicting other individuals’ cooperation rate in
Prisoners’ Dilemma (PD) experiments better than chance if they are given the
opportunity to communicate face-to-face and to make promises before the PD is
played (Frank, Gilovich and Regan 1993; Brosig 2002). This evidence has been
taken as support for the hypothesis that humans are able to distinguish true
cooperators (i.e. altruists) from those who only pretend to cooperate (i.e., the
non-altruists). If this interpretation were correct, the proponents of the green
beard approach would have a strong argument in favor of the relevance of their
theory.

There are, however, two objections which question this interpretation of the
evidence. First, if subjects cannot make promises during the group discussion,
they are unable to predict the opponent’s behavior better than chance (Frank,
Gilovich and Regan 1993). This fact even holds if the experimental subjects
are acquaintances who have frequently interacted with each other in the past
(Yamagichi, Kikuchi, Kosugi 1999). This result is quite remarkable because if
subjects are acquaintances one would expect them to be able to detect the green
beard if there is one. Thus, it may be the case that if subjects can make promises,
their behavior is predictable better than chance simply because most of them
keep their promises. Charness and Dufwenberg (2003) developed a proximate
theory of guilt aversion in a recent paper. This theory predicts that guilt-averse
subjects are far more likely to cooperate if they first have the opportunity to
promise to cooperate in a PD. The psychological reason is that such subjects
feel guilt if they break their promise.

Second, the predictability of the opponent’s behavior may be due to the
existence of conditional cooperators and may have nothing to do with special
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human abilities to predict the other person’s altruism. Moreover, as we will
show below, the fact that players are on average able to predict the opponent’s
behavior in a PD better than chance may be evolutionarily irrelevant because
the selfish players may nevertheless end up with a higher average payoff than
the conditional cooperators.

Before we present this argument in detail, we have to clarify what we mean
by conditional cooperation. Conditional cooperation means that a subject is
willing to cooperate in the PD if the probability of the opponent’s cooperation
is sufficiently high. Figure 1 – 3 aids in illustrating some of the implications
of conditional cooperation. The underlying situation in all three figures is the
following: both players have an endowment of $10 which they can keep or send
to the other subject. If they send $10 the other subject receives $20, i.e., the
experimenter doubles the amount sent. Thus if both keep the money, which is
tantamount with mutual defection (DD), each subject earns $10. If both send the
money, which is tantamount with mutual cooperation (CC), each subject earns
$20. However, a subject is of course best off in monetary terms if she keeps the
money while the opponent sends the money. The monetary payoff matrix of this
game is presented in Figure 1. The first number in each cell indicates the money
payoff of player 1, the second number indicates the money payoff of player 2. If
subjects care only for the money, Figure 1 represents the relevant payoff matrix.
Thus, these subjects are in a PD because unilateral defection is always better
for them regardless of what the opponent does, but mutual cooperation makes
both subjects better off relative to mutual defection.

Player 2
Cooperate (C) Defect(D)

Player 1 Cooperate (C) 20, 20 0, 30
Defect (D) 30, 0 10, 10

Figure 1: Monetary payoff in the prisoners’ dilemma

Player 2
Cooperate (C) Defect(D)

Player 1 Cooperate (C) 20, 20 -5, 8
Defect (D) 8, -5 10, 10

Figure 2: Subjective payoffs of exploitation-averse conditional cooperators in the
Prisoners’ Dilemma

Player 2
Cooperate (C) Defect(D)

Player 1 Cooperate (C) 20, 20 -15, 8
Defect (D) 8, -15 10, 10

Figure 3: Subjective payoffs of strongly exploitation-averse conditional cooper-
ators in the Prisoners’ Dilemma
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However, if subjects’ preferences are shaped by inequity aversion (Fehr and
Schmidt 1999) or reciprocal fairness (Rabin 1993, Dufwenberg and Kirchsteiger
2004, Falk and Fischbacher, forthcoming), Figure 1 does not represent the sub-
jective payoffs of the subjects. Instead, Figure 2 or Figure 3 captures the relevant
payoffs. In these figures, the first number in a cell represents the subjective pay-
off of player 1, the second number indicates the subjective payoff of player 2.
One crucial feature of Figures 2 and 3 is that each player prefers the mutual
cooperation (CC) outcome over the unilateral defection (DC) outcome. If CC
occurs in Figure 2, for example, player 1 has a subjective payoff of 20 while in
case of DC the subjective payoff for player 1 is only 8. This feature has impor-
tant implications because defection in Figures 2 and 3 is no longer a dominant
strategy that is better regardless of what the opponent does. Instead, if a player
believes that the other player chooses C, it is in the best subjective interest of the
player to also choose C. Therefore CC is an equilibrium. However, DD is also an
equilibrium because if a player expects that the opponent defects it is in the best
interest of the player to also defect. In this sense, the payoff matrices of Figures
2 and 3 capture the essence of conditionally cooperative preferences. The fact
that fairly strong evidence indicates that a considerable share of the subjects
exhibits preferences for conditional cooperation (Hayashi et al. 1999; Kyonari,
Tamida & Yamagichi 2000; Fischbacher, Fehr & Gächter 2001) is crucial for our
purposes.

The second crucial feature of Figure 2 and 3 is that subjects are exploitation-
averse: the subjective payoff if a player cooperates and the opponent defects is
-5 in Figure 2 and -15 in Figure 3 indicating that unilateral cooperation is an
aversive experience that goes beyond the mere loss of money. The difference
between Figure 2 and 3 depicts the degree of exploitation aversion. Subjects
are weakly exploitation-averse in Figure 2 while they are strongly exploitation-
averse in Figure 3. The degree of exploitation aversion is important because
a subject who is strongly exploitation-averse requires a high probability of op-
ponent cooperation before the subject is willing to cooperate, while a weakly
exploitation-averse subject is willing to cooperate at a lower level of opponent’s
cooperation probability.

The third crucial feature in Figure 2 and Figure 3 is that subjects prefer
the mutual defection (DD) outcome over the unilateral defection (DC) outcome.
Thus, if player 1 knows that he is going to defect (because, say, the probability
that the other player cooperates is not perceived to be sufficiently high) he
does not want the other player to cooperate. It can be shown that players
who are strongly inequity-averse exhibit such preferences. Guilt aversion also
implies such preferences because if the DC outcome occurs the player feels guilt,
a psychologically aversive experience, while no guilt occurs in the DD outcome.
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3. The evolutionary irrelevance of the predictability of

other players’ choices

In this section we present a model that captures the essence of a PD experiment
in which subjects have the opportunity to make promises before they choose
their actions. We will show that subjects are indeed able to predict the choices
of their opponent better than chance, but that this does not help the coopera-
tive subjects earn higher material payoffs than do the selfish subjects. In fact,
the selfish subjects reap the highest payoff in the equilibrium of this game. Our
argument is based on the following two-stage experiment. In stage one, each
player simultaneously sends a signal c or a signal d. The signal c represents the
non-binding promise to cooperate in the subsequent PD, the signal d indicates
the non-binding promise to defect. The promises are non-binding in the sense
that the players are free to disregard their previous promises when they subse-
quently play the PD. It is important to emphasize that what we call a PD here
is a game whose material payoff structure is given by PD payoffs, such as the
material payoffs in Figure 1. At the end of stage 1, both players observe the
opponent’s signal. In stage two, the subjects play the PD, i.e. they simulta-
neously choose the action C or D. The signaling stage can be interpreted as a
stylized representation of communication opportunities that are made available
to the subjects before they play the PD. At the end of this stage, each player
has formed an opinion about the other player’s intention in the subsequent PD.

We assume that there are three types of players: selfish players, weakly
exploitation-averse conditional cooperators, and strongly exploitation-averse con-
ditional cooperators. The percentage of conditional cooperators (weakly plus
strongly exploitation-averse) is given by σ; hence the percentage of selfish play-
ers is given by 1-σ. Among the players who exhibit conditionally cooperative
preferences, there is a share µ of weakly exploitation-averse players and a share
1-µ of strongly exploitation-averse players. Thus, µσ percent of the subjects are
weakly exploitation-averse and (1-µ)σ percent are strongly exploitation-averse.
The game is played once by two players who are randomly selected from the pop-
ulation of players. The players are assumed to know σ and µ. We would like to
emphasize, however, that the basic argument (i.e. that selfish players do better
than conditional cooperators) does not hinge on these knowledge assumptions
nor does it depend on the rationality assumptions we make for this game.

We assume that the weakly exploitation-averse subjects are willing to take the
risk of cooperation once they meet the signal combination cc while the strongly
exploitation-averse subjects, who value the CD outcome very negatively, are
never willing to take the risk of cooperation because they are afraid the self-
ish players will exploit them. Under these assumptions we prove the following
proposition in the appendix: There is a Bayesian Nash equilibrium in which

• The selfish player and the weakly exploitation-averse conditional coopera-
tor send the signal c. The strongly exploitation-averse conditional cooper-
ator sends the signal d.
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• The selfish player and the strongly exploitation-averse conditional cooper-
ator defect regardless of the signal combination at the end of stage 1.

• The weakly exploitation-averse conditional cooperator cooperates if the
signal combination cc occurs. Otherwise he defects.

Only the weakly exploitation-averse conditional cooperator chooses C if the
signal combination cc prevails in this equilibrium because he is willing to take
the risk of being paired with a selfish player who always defects. The selfish
player cheats his opponent because he announces the signal c while all the while
intending to defect. This is the reason why the signal c is not fully reliable.
Therefore, the strongly exploitation-averse subject will never cooperate, even if
the opponent signaled c, because this subject is afraid of facing a selfish subject
who never cooperates in the one-shot PD. Moreover, recall from Figure 3 that
these subjects prefer the mutual defection outcome DD over the outcome DC in
which they defect and the opponent cooperates. Therefore, these subjects have
an interest in signaling d at the signaling stage to inform the opponent that they
will defect. If, they were instead to signal c, they might induce their opponent
to choose C, if the opponent happens to be a weakly exploitation-averse subject.

A decisive feature of the equilibrium above is that the strongly exploitation-
averse subjects can credibly tell the truth with their signal because they prefer
DD over DC. Given their preferences, it is in their interest to tell the truth! Thus
all the other subjects have reason to believe that a subject who signals d will in
fact play D. As a consequence, a subject who signals c can only be a selfish player
or a weakly exploitation-averse player. This means that the probability of facing
a weakly exploitation-averse player, after observing the cc signal combination is
given by µσ/(1-σ+µσ) and the probability of facing a selfish player is given by
(1-σ)/(1-σ+µσ). Rational players will thus believe that after the signal cc the
actions C and D are played according to these probabilities. We can now show
that players who have the beliefs that correspond to the equilibrium mentioned
above and who play this equilibrium predict the opponent’s action better than
chance. We show this in Figure 4 which presents the correlation ρ between a
players’ beliefs about the opponent’s action and the actual action of the opponent
for different assumptions about σ and µ. If this correlation is positive, the players
in the PD are able to predict the opponent’s action better than chance. We
compute ρ by assuming that the players implement a random mechanism after
the signal combination cc which generates with probability µσ/(1-σ+µσ) the
prediction that the opponent cooperates and with probability (1-σ)/(1-σ+µσ) a
prediction that the opponent defects. Note that this prediction is based on the
observation of the signals (or the inferences made) at the signaling stage. The
players predict, in particular, that if the opponent signals d he will in fact play
D.

Figure 4 shows that if the share of conditional cooperators is zero, ρ is also
zero. However, the correlation becomes positive for positive values of σ and
if σ increases, ρ also increases. If σ equals one, so does ρ, regardless of how
many players are strongly exploitation-averse. Thus, Figure 4 indicates that the
signaling stage enables the players to predict better than chance. Intuitively, the
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Figure 4: Correlation between predicted and actual behavior of the opponent

reason for this ability to predict comes from the credibility of the signal of the
strongly exploitation-averse players because as shown above, it is in the interest
of these players that their opponents defect because they don’t want to mislead
their opponents.

What are the material payoffs of the players in the Bayesian Nash equilib-
rium? To represent these payoffs, let ΠCC be the material payoff of mutual
cooperation, ΠDD denotes the material payoff of mutual defection, ΠCD denotes
the material payoff if a player cooperates and the opponent defects and ΠDC is
the material payoff if a player defects and the opponent cooperates. Note that
the PD payoffs are given by the inequalities ΠDC > ΠCC > ΠDD > ΠCD. With
this notation the expected material payoff of the selfish player is given by

µσΠDC + (1 − σ)ΠDD + (1 − µ)σΠDD, (1)

because the selfish player meets a weakly exploitation-averse player (who
cooperates) with probability µσ, meets a selfish player (who defects) with prob-
ability (1-σ) and meets a strongly exploitation-averse subject (who defects) with
probability (1-µ)σ.

The expected material payoff of the weakly exploitation-averse player is given
by

µσΠCC + (1 − σ)ΠCD + (1 − µ)σΠDD (2)

The expected material payoff of the strongly exploitation-averse player is
given by
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µσΠDD + (1 − σ)ΠDD + (1 − µ)σΠDD (3)

It is not difficult to see that the payoff structure of the material PD (ΠDC >

ΠCC > ΠDD > ΠCD) implies that the selfish player always has a higher expected
payoff than either of the conditional cooperators as long as µσ is positive. The
expected payoff difference between a selfish and a weakly exploitation-averse
subject is given by µσ(ΠDC -ΠCC) + (1-σ)(ΠDD -ΠCD) which is positive be-
cause both terms in parentheses are positive. The difference in expected payoff
between a selfish subject and a strongly exploitation-averse subject is also pos-
itive because the selfish subject exploits the weakly exploitation-averse subject
(with probability µσ) while the strongly exploitation-averse subject always earns
ΠDD and never exploits anybody. Therefore, although the existence of strongly
exploitation-averse conditional cooperators enables the subjects to predict bet-
ter than chance, the existence of weakly exploitation-averse players also permits
the selfish players to earn more than both types of conditional cooperators. The
mere fact that players are able to predict better than chance is of no help for
the evolution of cooperation.

4. Summary and Conclusions

We have argued that the green beard approach does not provide a satisfactory
solution for the evolution of human cooperation because it rests on problematic
assumptions about the absence of mutants that mimic the observable phenotypic
features of cooperators (or altruistic punishers) and it has little empirical sup-
port. It remains to be seen whether it is possible to construct rigorous individual
selection theories for the evolution of human cooperation that are plausible al-
ternatives to the group selection approaches mentioned in the beginning. It is
important to emphasize in this context that human cooperation occurs in rela-
tively large groups, making the application of intuitions that work in two-person
interactions to the case of public goods problematic (i.e., multilateral interac-
tion). Reciprocal altruism, which works fine in the case of bilateral interactions
has, for example, little force in the case of multilateral, interactions (Boyd and
Richerson 1988). Thus, it seems that approaches based on some kind of repu-
tation formation mechanism – costly signaling (Gintis, Smith and Bowles 2001)
or indirect reciprocity (Milinski, Semmann & Krambeck 2002; Panchanathan
and Boyd 2004) – are the most promising candidates. However, we should not
forget that reputation games typically have multiple within-group equilibria and
it is difficult to argue in the absence of some kind of selection between groups
that those within-group equilibria will be selected which involve high levels of
cooperation.
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Appendix

In this appendix we prove that the strategies described in Section 3 of the paper
constitute a Bayesian Nash equilibrium. For convenience we repeat the strategies here:

• The selfish player and the weakly exploitation-averse conditional cooperator send
the signal c. The strongly exploitation-averse conditional cooperator sends the
signal d.

• The selfish player and the strongly exploitation-averse conditional cooperator
defect regardless of the signal combination that is observed at the end of stage
1.

• The weakly exploitation-averse conditional cooperator cooperates if the signal
combination cc occurs. Otherwise he defects.

Recall that we assumed that the weakly exploitation-averse conditional cooperators are
willing to take the risk of being exploited once they observed the signal combination
cc. This assumption can be expressed more formally if we denote UXY as the utility
of a player if the player chooses X ∈ C, D and the opponent chooses Y ∈ C, D:

µσ

1 − σ + µσ
UCC +

1 − σ

1 − σ + µσ
UCD > UDD (1)

The left hand side of this inequality is the expected utility of cooperation after the
signal combination cc has been observed, which is given by the probability of facing
a weakly exploitation-averse conditional cooperator, µσ/(1-σ+µσ), times the utility
from CC, plus the probability of facing a selfish subject, (1-σ)/(1-σ+µσ), times the
utility of the CD outcome. The right hand side of this inequality is the utility of mutual
defection. It is assumed that the weakly exploitation-averse conditional cooperator’s
preferences obey this inequality. We also assume that the reverse inequality holds if the
player is a strongly exploitation-averse conditional cooperator. We call this inequality
(A2).

Next, we show that that the players’ behavior in PD stage is optimal. It is obvious
that the selfish players defect. Since the strongly exploitation-averse conditional coop-
erator sends defect, he “knows” that in equilibrium, the opponent defects irrespective of
the opponent’s type. Therefore, it is also optimal for the strongly exploitation-adverse
player to defect regardless of the signal combination observed in stage 1. The weakly
exploitation-averse conditional cooperator also defects if her partner’s signal is d. If
the opponent sent the signal c, the probability that this is a weakly exploitation-averse
conditional cooperator equals µσ/(1-σ+µσ). Therefore, inequality (A1) guarantees
that it is in a weakly exploitation-averse player’s interest to cooperate if he receives
the signal c.

Next we show the individual optimality of the signals. Because sending the signal d

never induces the opponent to cooperate, the selfish players will send the signal c. If a
strongly exploitation-averse conditional cooperator would send c and receive the signal
c, she would nevertheless defect because her preferences obey inequality (A2). Thus,
by sending c, she risks exploiting the opponent (if he is a weakly exploitation-averse
player) implying a lower expected utility than UDD. Therefore, she prefers to send d.
Finally, the weakly exploitation-averse cooperator has an incentive to send the signal
c because of inequality (A1).

q.e.d.




